Press Release

50’s of Symbio Kangoo ZE H2 for ENGIE Cofely:
1st large-scale deployment of an electric-hydrogen vehicles
fleet
ENGIE Cofely becomes the first company to equip on large-scale its fleet of
utility vehicles with electric hydrogen range extender
Paris, 10 May 2017 – Symbio, European hydrogen mobility solutions leader,
announced the delivery of 50 electric hydrogen utility vehicles, Kangoo ZE H2, to
ENGIE Cofely. Equipped with its fuel cell rage extender, ENGIE Cofely will be using
these vehicles for daily operations in the Paris region. These range-extended fuel cell
vans will respect the company’s commitment towards a more sustainable
environment and a better air quality in Ile-de-France, while ensuring to ENGIE
Cofely, business performances without any changes in daily operational activities.
This largest-scale project shows Symbio’s ability to meet financial, industrial and
environmental expectations of one of the largest commercial vehicle users in Europe.
As part of the energy transition strategy of the Group, the acquisition of this fleet of
vehicles contributes to the improvement of air quality, an important stake for the City
of Paris and the Region Ile-de-France. This choice also meets ENGIE Cofely’s
financial and operational constraints, which have been measured in comparison to
conventional solutions.
ENGIE’s subsidiary, ENGIE Cofely, choose Symbio’s an electric hydrogen fleet for its
daily activities at Gennevilliers (Hauts-de-Seine). Simultaneously, GNVert, provider
of sustainable mobility solutions and operator of NGV, will open a hydrogen station
serving ENGIE Cofely new vehicles as well as multi-customers fleets. ENGIE Group
will provide this station with a clean hydrogen produced from 100% renewable
energy. This achievement results from a mutual collaboration between Symbio and
ENGIE Cofely who have associated their expertise to scale and build this model of
simultaneous deployment of hydrogen station serving multi-customers fleets, in
favour of energy transition.
“We noticed a greater environmental awareness from private companies to opt for a
green mobility solution. ENGIE Cofely investment in electric-hydrogen mobility,
contributes to improve air quality in urban areas while being efficient – Symbio
vehicles take into account all professionals expectations for their journey – and
business performance” confirm Fabio Ferrari, Founder of Symbio, adding “Since one
of the largest users of commercial vehicles makes this choice, it is a clear signal for
all other fleet managers and for all transport and mobility operators”

Jean-Pierre Moneger, managing director for ENGIE Cofely has confirmed: “This
solution corresponds perfectly to the operating criteria of our fleet of vehicles and
enables ENGIE Cofely to reinforce its commitment to green mobility. We are very
proud to add to the quality of our customer services, improving the air quality of their
environment”.

About Symbio
Symbio offers sustainable mobility solutions that extend the range of electric vehicles and enable similar
use to internal combustion engines. Symbio designs, produces and manufactures hydrogen fuel cell
vehicles (Kangoo ZE-H2) and hydrogen fuel cell kits adapted to different cycles of vehicle usage, wide
range of power performance (from 5 kW to more than 300 kW) and format (utility vehicles, vans, buses,
trucks, boats). Symbio offers sustainable mobility solutions that meet expectations of fleet managers
and the automotive community as well as the current needs of cities looking for sustainable growth.
À propos d’ENGIE Cofely
ENGIE Cofely est un des leaders de la transition énergétique en France. Société de services en
efficacité énergétique et environnementale, ENGIE Cofely propose aux entreprises et aux collectivités
des solutions pour mieux utiliser les énergies et réduire leur impact environnemental. Son expertise
repose sur des savoir-faire inscrits dans la durée : l’amélioration de la performance énergétique des
bâtiments, la production locale d’énergies renouvelables, la maintenance multitechnique et le Facility
Management. ENGIE Cofely emploie 12 000 collaborateurs et a réalisé un chiffre d’affaires de 2,5
milliards d’euros en 2016. ENGIE Cofely fait partie du Groupe ENGIE qui est l’un des premiers
énergéticiens au niveau mondial.
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